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The similarity between the titles of this journal and David Gries‘ book is more 
than a happy coincidence. T’he subject of the latter is the notion of pi*ogram prclof 
and its use as part of a systematic program development method. Thus it addresses 
one of the key areas of interest to readers of this journal, “The Science of 
Programming” is a first class textbook which should firmly estsblish its subject in 
undergraduate t aching. 
Part I provides the necessary mathematical background and introduces som: 
special notation (e.g. for arrays). Part II explains predicate transformers and gives, 
as theorems, useful proof rules. Part III applies all of this material to the develop- 
ment of programs. Chapters 14 to 16 show how the development of control 
constructs (specifically loops) can be prompted by the specification. Finding loop 
invariants is notoriously difficult to teach and chapter 16 is a major contribution 
to overcoming this difficulty. The book contains plenty of examples and exercises 
as well as selected answers. Numerous “strategies” and “‘principles” are given in 
the text and these are sufficiently useful that it would have been worth collecting 
them into an appendix. 
Viewed as a course text, it would probably be worth trying to relax the rigid 
order of the Ithree parts. As the book stands, the first hundred pages are not closely 
enough related to programming and nart IIJ only really begins on page 172. Some 
teachers will find it worth postponing parts of the basic material until it is required. 
The decision not to use the “Natural deduction” systlam of chapter 3 is surprising. 
Chapter 21 on inverses of programs is an oddity but the succeeding chapter on 
documentation should be of practical use. The treatment in Section 5.3 of “arrays 
rse correctness is 
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reg&table. Wilhout this material, a rigorous method will be of little use for the 
design of larger systems. This reviewer also believes that post-conditions of two 
states (initial anId final) become mure attractive on larger projects. 
There are a number of typographical errors. Those which might confuse the 
reader are 1 
page 24 line 9 an equkale&e-*a tautology 
34 6 3.3.10-+3.2,~0 
125 -5 De Morgan-GXstributive 
132 -12 Pareri~hescs required 
136 16 Conjunctior+disjunction 
1‘73 3,16 16.540.5 
1’73 20 P*Q 
194 9 16.2.146.1.2 
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